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Abstract 

The challenge study is a project based learning curriculum at Technical High School aimed at the construction 
ofawireless communication system. The first period was engineering issues in the construction of an artificial 
satellite and the second period was apositional locating system based on the general purpose wire-less 
device—ZigBee device. The effectiveness of the program was evaluated on the basis of participants’ satisfaction 
and a metamorphosis in the learning and understanding of wire-less telecommunication technology. 
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1. Introduction 

Project-Based Learning (PBL) at technical high schools showsanabundance of variety. Suitable selection of 
engineering issues is a matter of trial-and-error technique and is a struggle at each technical high school. Daily 
life is an overflow of wireless terminals such as smart phones and tablet terminals. It is hard to acquire the skill 
in wireless telecommunication in the early stage of the curriculum for the students at electronics and electrical 
engineering program. Technical education of young generations is executed in three educational categories: 
three-year curriculum at technical high school; five-year curriculum at technical institute; and faculty of 
engineering at universities. Technical high school and technical institute carry the part of the education of 
youngest population of electronics engineers. In this work, two types of project-based learning have been 
realized: development of an artificial satellite and and a wireless locating system using general purpose 
communication device. The enhanced learning on the wireless-transmission system and integrated program of 
microcomputers are proposed.Significant part of students was stimulated to acquire the programming as well as 
the wireless communication skills, which was proved in the acquirement of official licence of telecommunication 
and programming. 

1) Why is this problem important? 

The importance of the educational program at junior high school and technical high schools are increasingly 
recognized, because enginnnering education at lower ages can stimulate learning of software and hardware of 
wireless communication and embedded microcomputer technology. 

2) What are the practical implications of the study? 

Students of the experienced group acquired programming sskills after the enthusiastic study on the wireless 
telecommunication and embetted miconputer technology. Some of students acquired professional licence in the 
electronics, and some part of students continued their study at university. 

2. Design of the Project-Based Learning 

In the Project-Based Learning, the aims are acquiring of the curriculum development and the academic ability of 
students. This is carried out in a compulsory class in the third-year curriculum, in groups of 5 to 8 students 
guided by one teacher. Nowadays, an abundance of digital-wireless communication has been established: 
smart-phones and tablet, etc., the practice of the wireless communication is rare, although it is desirable. Thus, 
the establishment theme is the application of the dijital wireless-communication. 
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2.1 Building an Artificial Satellite Wireless-Communication System 

The first project is the application of the building of a satellite main frame, Power Control System (PCS), and a 
digital wireless-communication system to the technical education for the third year students at electronics and 
electrical engineering class. In past ten years, artificial satellites were built and actually launched by university 
laboratories, such as Nakasuka Laboratory at the University of Tokyo and Matsumoto Laboratory at Tokyo 
Institute of Technology. The engineering issues for its construction can be projected for the present object based 
on what has been learned at technical high school. Figure 1 showsw the construction of the artificial satellite 
KAPPA-I. 

High educational efficiency was demonstrated in the project based learning to build the artificial satellite, 
photo-voltaic panel, and a tracking antenna system. The satellite was named KAPPA-I by the students, using K 
for Kofu, which is the location, K for the word for technical high school, and after a legendarycreature called the 
kappa. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Building KAPPA-I. (a) building the main frame, a power control system, (b) anartificial satellite body 
covered with photovoltaic cells, and (c) a student engaged in the experimental setup of the ground antenna 

system 

 

2.2 Building a Wireless-Locating System Using ZigBee 

ZigBee is a communication module launched by Digi International Corp. Minnetonka, MN, USA, in 2007. 
Generally, the wireless communication is realized by the design of high frequency circuits. The regal conformity 
of the wireless transmission system is subject to investigation by the Radio Regulatory Commission and laws 
governing radio. Nevertheless, the wireless applicationsusingthe ZigBee are open to use without licenses. In 
normal conditions, the wireless transmission-range by ZigBee Type ZB is approximately 40 meters. A location 
system is managed by a “coordinator” just one full-function ZigBee in the system, and several transmitters, 
“routers”. The location of and “end device” is realized by the proximity methos, finding the router transmitting 
the signal. This system is a simplified cellular phone system. Pushing a button on the end device, the user can 
transmit a signal from the end deviceandvice versa. The project based learning; wireless locating system was 
tested in two school rooms. Figure 2 shows some schematic diagram of the situation and a student engaged in the 
operating of the end device. 
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Figure 2. Project of the wireless locating system: a schematic figure showing a locating system in the interior of 
a building 

 

Figure 3 (a) outlines the wireless locating system, with many routers for one end device, and (b) shows the 
general use of the ZigBee with one router transmitting the signal from many end devices. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. ZigBee units (a) the locating system: distributed routers receiving the signal from one end device and 
(b) general ZigBee wireless transmission sustem: one router receiving many end devices 
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In this experiment, the function of ZigBee devices is classified into three categories: (1) coordinator is located at 
the center controls the entire network system (PAN); (2) multiple router units work in the network to control end 
devices and detects the ID of the end device inside the territory, and transmits the packets carrying the 
information about the end device along with its own ID; and (3) end devices intermittently call “pings” to the 
“router”. Appropriate signals from the end device can be interpreted as a medical emergency calls, etc. The 
constructed end device is shown in Figure 4 (a). This device can be realized as a wire or chip antenna ZigBee 
device suitable for the wearable applications. This unit is powered by two dry cells and operated intermittently. 
The CPU is Arduino-Fio. The router is shown in Figure 4 (b). This router unit is powered by AC and the CPU is 
Arduino-UNO. The processing speed of the router should be faster than that of the end devices. Figure 4 (c) 
shows the coordinator, and its CPU is ARM mBed, and Figure 4 (d) shows a student engaged in the operation of 
the end device. Three types of ZigBee devices were used in the project, as in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Device types of ZigBee 

Device type 
Playing role 

PAN Router Management of end device 

PAN coordinator YES YES YES 

Router/Full function End device NO YES YES 

Energy saving end device NO NO NO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. ZigBee units, (a) end device, (b) router, and (c) coordinator, (d) a student engaged in the operation of 
the end device 

 

The recognition and signal transmission experiment were tested in three school rooms located in the neighbor 
hood and the experimental result are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Experimental result 

Location 
ZigBee device’s operation 

ZigBee Devices Experimental result 

Laboratory-1 End device 1 and Router 1 Router 1 recognized end device 1 

Laboratory-2 Coordinator Recognized router 1 and 2 

Laboratory-3 End device 2 Router 2 recognized no end device 

 

Although the cross-talk between the end device and the router should be qualified, the end device was 
successfully localized. In the future applications, sensing devices such as the router will be embedded in the 
interior of a house. In the graying of Japanese society, keeping close watch of the elderly population living alone 
using this technology should help overcome anxiety. The end device localization and the emergency signal 
transmission can resolve. The programming of the micro-computers was performed by seven students, in 24 
hours (3 hours each times 8 weeks of practical training). Arduinos were programmed by standalone mode and 
the mBed was programmed by a computer connected to cloud programming environment, copying library 
programs descriptions for the ZigBee. These results suggest that this program is suitable for the execution of the 
Project Based Learning at technical high schools. 

3. Conclusion 

The application of the wireless telecommunication was examined as a theme for the project based learning at 
technical high school. From the view point of the technical education, of young generations, such simple 
systemstoexperience of the wireless communication can be an effective curriculum for Project-Based Learning. 
The first part described the application of the digital satellite communication in technical education. The second 
part described the locating system using the general-purpose wireless transmission system. This study was aimed 
at improvement of the teaching method in the electronics and electrical engineering curriculum at a technocal 
high school. Presently, the project based learning at the technical high school is termed for third-year students, 
working in a group of 5 to 8 students, as a compulsory subject guided by one teacher. Although the execution of 
the wireless near field transmission is becominganindispensable theme, actually, only a few practical projectcan 
be found. In this study, after the construction, a sense of metamorphoses and great accomplishment was 
observed. In the first period, the execution was started in 2006 and continued to 2013, the enhancement of the 
learning skill was observed in 15 student’s mark in every year and almost 500 students showed similar 
enthusiasm for learning. Some of the students continued their study at university. In the second period, executed 
in 2015, out of 35 third-year students, 7 students in the learning project were qualified as the Special Purpose 
Radio Operator as well as the National Skills Competition, showing the evidence of the enhancement of the 
learning skill and their enthusiasm to learn. Finally, the most effective period for the technical education is the 
junior high school and at the technical high school realized by the project based learning. 
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